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Abstract—Web user identification based on linguistic or
stylometric features helps to solve several tasks in computer
forensics and cybersecurity, and can be used to prevent and
investigate high-tech crimes and crimes where computer is used
as a tool. In this paper we present research results on influence of
features discretization on accuracy of Random Forest classifier.
To evaluate the influence were carried out series of experiments
on text corpus, contains Russian online texts of different genres
and topics. Was used data sets with various level of class
imbalance and amount of training texts per user. The
experiments showed that the discretization of features improves
the accuracy of identification for all data sets. We obtained
positive results for extremely low amount of online messages per
one user, and for maximum imbalance level.

I. INTRODUCTION

structural, context-specific [11], [18], semantic features,
function words [11], [19], n-gramm frequencies [20]-[25]
e.t.c.) and their combinations [9], [10], [18], [19], [22], [26][28].
Structural characteristics of texts (favorite words, specific
terms and expressions) were the first used for author
attribution. Later it was proved that syntactic features (such as
the dividing the text into paragraphs, using of direct speech,
prepositional phrase structure, complexity and length of
sentences) could be used for discovering the authorship.
Another approach to the author identification based on the
analysis of the words used (frequency of words of different
lengths, frequencies of individual characters and their
sequences, frequencies of function words).

Today everyone has wide range of technics to hide identity
in the Internet. The person, who wants to hide, could use
different types of anonymizer tools, anonymous mobile phone
sim-cards and other technics. In recent years a large number of
studies were carried in field of searching for effective methods
in computer forensics, investigation of cybercrimes and
evidence collection and analysis [1], [2].

In [11], [18] it was proved that usage of specific features of
email messages improves accuracy of author identification.

Criminals exploring new ways to communicate even
without sending messages via traditional networks. One
common thing remains constant in all types and all ways of
communication between people – text of the message sent
from one to another. We can use it to attribute or identify the
author, the web user who wrote it [3]-[7].

x what is the minimum and the optimal text length
suitable for web author attribution? [31]

As identifier are used various distinctive, measurable
characteristics of web user texts, they are used to describe
individual. From this point of view linguistic identification is
some sort of biometric identification based on behavioral
characteristics.
Identification on linguistic or stylometric features helps to
solve several tasks in computer forensics and cybersecurity,
and can be used to prevent and investigate high-tech
crimes and crimes where computer is used as a “tool”
[8]-[14].

Several works focus on important problems in web author
identification:
x how number of authors influence on identification
accuracy? [29]-[30]

x how class imbalance influence on quality of
identification? [22], [32]-[34]
Most of works focus on author attribution of English texts,
and only few studies author identification for texts on other
languages [27], [36]-[38], and for short Russian messages or
texts [18], [31], [34], [39].
Linguistic web user identification is a multi-class text
classification task [2], [40]. A lot of works study the question
on determination the best classification algorithm; good results
were obtained with:

A.

Previous researches
Today for web author identification are used various
features types (lexical [15], syntactic [10], [16], [17],
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x Support Vector Machines [9]-[11], [15], [17]-[19],
[22]-[23], [35], [41], [42];
x Naïve Bayes [21], [25];
x Decision Trees [9], [11], [19];
x Random Forest [27], [34], [37], [38], [43].
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algorithm is used, that maximizes accuracy of web
author identification [44].

In our previous researches were carried out experiments
showed that Random Forest classifier has the highest accuracy
for web author identification on Russian texts [34]. But we
opened the question on improving accuracy of Random Forest
with different technics.

x Discretization of continuous features.
x Building and validating of web user identification
model: Training the Random Forest classifier on
subset of texts, then test it to validate the prediction
power of classifier.

We have found that dynamic features selection for each
identification task and for each set of candidate authors (users)
is better than selecting some static feature subset for all
existing texts and authors. We tested this approach with some
modern feature selection algorithms and the best results
showed Relief-f, it algorithm has positive influence on
accuracy [44].

x Features extraction and selection of F’ subset from
new text of uncertain authorship tj.
x Validated web user identification model can be used
to identify web user, the author of text tj.

In this work we study the question on influence of features
discretization on efficiency of Random Forest classifier used
in web user identification.

x Output results: list of web users sorted by
probabilities of their authorship in descending order.

Discretization often is used on data pre-processing step for
machine learning algorithms. But it also could be used as
feature selection method that can impact the classification
accuracy. There were several works on improving
classification accuracy of Random Forest with discretization
of features [45]-[47]. We focus on linguistic identification
based on some features of short Russian-language online texts.

C. Feature set
There are a number of possible characteristics of the online
messages that can be used for web user identification.
1) Lexical features. In this work are used lexical features of
two levels: symbols and words. This group includes the
frequencies of function words, frequencies of various groups
of symbols (e.g. characters, digits, uppercases), frequencies of
abbreviations and acronyms, frequencies of length of words
and sentences, message length, average sentense and word
length and some others.

B. Main steps of web user identification on stylistic and

linguistic features of online texts
The task of web user identification based on linguistic and
stylistic features of online texts or messages could be
formulated as follows. Given tj – some text or message, U =
{u1, ...., uk} – a set of candidate authors, T = {t1, ...., tm} – set
of their messages, where m - number of messages and k – is
number of users.
The user uk is presented as subset of texts Tk  T. It is
assumed that the author of tj is one from the U.

2) Syntactic and structural group includes frequencies of
text emphasis (bold, italic, etc.), and the logical structure of
the text (dividing to blocks and paragraphs), frequencies of
punctuations, frequencies of links, quotes and images and
others.
3) Meta-text characteristics includes context-specific
information, not directly related to the text: time and day of
the week when author posted his message.

Each text is presented as set of features ti = Fi ={f1, ...., fn}
and each user is collection of his texts uk = Tk.

In this work we use combination of all this features types;
are used both qualitative and quantitative features.

We have to calculate the probability for each user to be an
author of tj. The task is solved building the effective classifier.

Full feature set contains 498 features ti = Fi
=(Fil+Fis+Fim), where Fil - lexical, Fis - syntactic-structural
and Fim – metadata (or context specific) features of text ti. Full
list was previously described in [44].

We split the data for training Ttr and test Ttest subsets. Then
we train and test the Random Forest classifier. After that we
have validated model, and it can be used to identify author of
text tj.
Identification process includes several important steps.

II. INFLUENCE OF FEATURES DISCRETIZATION ON ACCURACY OF
RANDOM FOREST CLASSIFIER FOR WEB USER IDENTIFICATION

1) Pre-stage

A.

Identification based on Random Forest algorithm
In our previous researches we have found that Random
Forest algorithm have some advantages for web user
identification task:

x Collecting of web users and their messages.
x Features extraction from collected messages.
x Storing the data to the database.

1) tolerance to noisy data, can handle continuous and
discrete data [48];
2) is able to handle high-dimensional data;
3) has high accuracy on balanced and imbalanced data
sets;
4) is able to handle cases with low amount of training
examples;

2) Main stage: Web user identification on features of new
text tj.
x Dynamic feature selection to find the best set F’ with
the most informative features for each set of candidate
authors. In this step Relief-f feature selection
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some non-linear relations and it can harmonize heterogeneous
data: some features are numerical and some are
binary.

5) do not demand high processing power and is suitable
for practical use in real author identification task.

During the process of building tree any continues-valued
feature f is discretized by partitioning all its values into two
intervals. Is defined the value of the feature to split on or f1 threshold value. The values f  f1 are assigned to the left
brunch and f1 > f are assigned to the right.

The Random Forest is based on the idea of bagging - a
combination of independent classifiers could improve the
accuracy. It is assumed that most of the generated trees
correctly predict the user, and trees, that are mistaken, classify
instance to different classes.

As for decision trees, most of existing algorithms use
binary discretization. It seems to be rather useful to use the
multi-interval discretization before constructing the tree, it
helps to reduce the tree size and to improve classification
accuracy.
The discretization is made is to find a set of cut points d to
split the continuous range of values into numerous of
informative intervals or zones.

va
l3

val2

va l1

va
l1

The basic idea of Random Forest is to construct an
ensemble (or forest) of random decision trees. The
classification is made by majority vote of decision trees: every
tree in the forest classify the instance to one of the classes, i.e.,
votes for a certain class. Further, the instance belongs to the
class, which was voted for the largest number of trees (Fig. 1).
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3

Some continues feature fi produces a set of intervals ȕ(x)
(each is subset of R). Example of such intervals are:

val2
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Continuous range of values R=(x1), …, (xo) of some
feature fi is partitioned to numerous of intervals, where o – is
the number of existing values.

ȕ(x)= [fi (x) d],d  R,
ȕ(x)= [d fi (x) d’], d,d'  R, dd’.
On Fig. 2 is presented example of values of some feature fi
and cut points d.

Fig. 1. Random Forest for web user identification visualization

Each tree consists from three types of structures: leaves,
interior nodes and branches. The leaves of the tree contain the
class or the user, in interior nodes features are stored, and
branches are labeled with the values of this features. To
classify a text or message, we need to come down from the
tree root to a leaf, and get the class that is contained in it.

Fig. 2. Values of continues feature fi(x) and cut points d

At each step of tree construction are selected the feature and
its value that gives the best split or minimizes entropy. To
choose which feature to split on is used information gain. Is
selected the “purest” split that results in the purest nodes.

In this work, we use supervised discretization, where the
criterion of minimum description length (MDL) is used to stop
splitting the intervals. To define the best bins algorithm finds
cut-points that minimizes information entropy.

f1

f2
d1

fz

...

d2

...

f
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Empirical results presented in work [49] showed that this
approach (MDL) allows constructing better decision trees for
the same data. RF algorithm could benefit from this type of
discretization as it uses information entropy minimization
heuristic for selecting cut-points.

B. Improving accuracy of web user identification with

discretization of continuous features
Discretization of continuous features is an operation of
transforming the continuous-valued features to discrete or
nominal features (by creating a set of intervals). It is supposed
that this improves accuracy of web user identification.

It is necessary to perform experiments to verify that
discretization of continuous features can improve author
identification accuracy and provides a better identification
results.

The entire range of feature values can be discretized into a
number of partitions or intervals. After discretization every
value of nominal feature represents some interval of originals
values.

C. Text corpus and data sets

For example, the post publication time can be transformed
in three discrete values representing three intervals: 08:0009:00, 13:00-14:00 and 01:00-02:00.

To examine the influence of features discretization on
accuracy of web user identification were carried out series of
experiments.

The discretization is a part of the data preprocessing for
some important reasons: building and validating of web user
identification model goes faster, discretization can provide

In experiments we used text corpus, contains Russian
online texts of different genres and topics; previously it was
used in [34], [47], [50].
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Texts have variable length; distribution is shown on Fig. 3;
most of them are from 142 to 699 characters length.

subsections are
experiments.

presented

descriptions

of

performed

Except the problem that online texts are quite short, there
is the another problem - the variation in the number of
messages per users. We have to consider this fact, thus number
of training samples should not reduce the probability-of the
fact that the user is correctly identified.

For each data set classification was processed on data
before discretization likewise the classification on discretized
data.
1) Accuracy estimation
The accuracy of identification (A) is the ratio of the
number of correctly identified users IdentUcorr to the total
number of the test samples (text messages) |Ttr| (1).
A

IdentU corr
u 100%
| Ttr |

(1)

Accuracy estimation was carried out by 10-fold cross
validation, the ratio of the training and test samples - 90% and
10%. The results are shown below.
2) Influence of the discretization on the accuracy of
Random Forest classifier on imbalanced data
We have performed two series of experiments to estimate
how features discretization effects on accuracy of Random
Forest classifier. Classification process was executed of two
types of data sets, as described above.

Fig. 3. Message texts length

In light of the above-mentioned conditions we generate
two types of data sets:

The first series of experiments was executed on medium
amount of training text samples.

a) with normal (or medium) amount of training samples;

Table II indicated that Random Forest performs better on
discretized feature set. Experiments results proved the
hypothesis that discretization of continues features has positive
influence on accuracy of Random Forest.

b) with relatively low amount of training samples.
In this way from text corpus were formed eight groups of
data sets, varying levels of class imbalance and number of
training messages per user.

TABLE II. IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY IN EXPERIMENTS ON INFLUENCE OF
FEATURES DISCRETIZATION ON DIFFERENT DATA SETS GROUPS WITH MEDIUM
AMOUNT OF TRAINING SAMPLES

Each data set group contains 20 data sets, including 10 web
users (U) and their texts. The total number of test data sets
used in experiments is 160.

Classification accuracy, %

Ratio between minimum and maximum numbers of texts
are shown in Table I (min:max). In imbalanced data sets
number of texts has normal distribution.

Data set group

Therefore, were formed two groups of balanced and six
groups of imbalanced data sets, as it is shown in Table I.
TABLE I.

DATA SETS WITH DIFFERENT LEVELS OF CLASS IMBALANCE

Data set group

Number of texts per web user
(min:max)

Low imbalance

20:25

Medium imbalance

10:20

5:10

High imbalance

5:25

2:10

Balanced

24:25

10:10

Low level of class
imbalance

20:25

Medium level of class
imbalance

10:20

High level of class
imbalance

5:25

Balanced data set

24:25

Before
discretization

After
discretization

78.03

81.15

75.01

82.2

73.76

81.62

78.17

81.23

8:10

In all experiments accuracy after discretization is much
higher; maximum accuracy increase was achieved on high
imbalanced data sets – 5.31%.
In experiments on non-discretized data accuracy decreased
with increasing level of imbalance, but after the features
discretization accuracy is stable high.

D. Experiments and results
Series of experiments were carried to study influence of
the features discretization on efficiency of Random Forest
classifier for web user identification. In the following

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Number of
texts per
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The influence of features discretization on different data
sets groups is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig.6 presents the accuracies increase of Random Forest
classification for two types of data sets. Influence of
discretization increases with increasing level of class
imbalance.
Comparison of the all experiments results showed that the
greatest effect on the accuracy discretization has on data sets
with low amount of training texts.
All experiments showed that the application of this
approach – discretization of features, improves the
identification accuracy on an average of 7.63%.
We obtained positive results for extremely low amount of
online messages per one user, and for maximum class
imbalance level – accuracy increased on 14.58% (Fig. 5).
These results are interesting and rather valuable for practical
use.

Fig. 4. Influence of features discretization on identification accuracy in
experiments with medium number of training texts

The second series of experiments was executed to find how
the discretization effects on the accuracy of Random Forest
classifier on imbalanced data with low amount of training
samples.
The results are presented in Table III.
TABLE III.

IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY IN EXPERIMENTS ON INFLUENCE
OF FEATURES DISCRETIZATION ON DIFFERENT DATA SETS GROUPS WITH LOW
AMOUNT OF TRAINING SAMPLES

Data set group
Low level of class
imbalance
Medium level of class
imbalance
High level of class
imbalance
Balanced data set

Classification accuracy. %
Number of
texts per
Before
After
web user
discretization
discretization
(min:max)
8:10

71.72

5:10

67.66

2:10

65.79

10:10

74

80.07
79.01
80.37
79.52

As in previous series, highest influence on accuracy was
achieved on data sets with high imbalance level; accuracy
increased on 14.58%. The average 79.7% of correctly
classified instances is on about 9.95% better than for the
experiment on the data before discretization (average accuracy
69.8%) (Table III).

Fig. 6. Influence of features discretization on identification accuracy for
different data sets groups and various number of available training texts

It is important that in all experiments discretization has
positive influence on Random Forest accuracy.
For real web user identification tasks (with only few
available online messages and large spread of their amount
between users), combination of Random Forest and features
discretization would be good practice solution.

On Fig. 5 this results are visualized.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this work we study the question on influence of multiinterval discretization of continuous-valued features on
efficiency of Random Forest classifier, used for web user
identification.
Generally, discretization is used on the step of data preprocessing for classification algorithms that could work only
with discrete data. In this work, we use supervised
discretization, where the criterion of minimum description
length is used to stop splitting the intervals. Despite the fact
that Random Forest handle both discrete and continues
features, discretization can also be useful for improving its
accuracy. Empirical results showed that this approach allows

Fig. 5. Influence of features discretization on identification accuracy in
experiments with low number of training texts
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constructing better decision trees for the same data. Random
Forest algorithm benefits from this discretization as it uses
information entropy minimization heuristic for selecting cutpoints.
We focus on linguistic identification based on lexical,
structural, syntactic and some context-specific features of
short Russian-language online texts.
To evaluate the influence of features discretization on
accuracy of Random Forest a series of experiments were
carried out on text corpus, contains Russian online texts of
different genres and topics. To simulate the real-world
situation was used data sets with various level of class
imbalance and amount of training texts per user.
The experiments showed that the discretization of features,
improves the accuracy of identification on an average of
7.63%. We obtained positive results for extremely low amount
of online messages per one user, and for maximum imbalance
level – accuracy increased on 14.58%.
Obtained results and conclusions give us the direction for
further work, and for deeper learning of discretization process
and technics for improving web user identification accuracy.
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